
 

 

 

        1 April 2011 

 

Professor Daniel P. Aldrich 

daldrich@purdue.edu 

765-494-4190 

 

To Whom it May Concern, 

I write to highly recommend (Mr.) Chris Flynn.  Chris is a mature, hard working student who 

will be a strong addition to your institution. 

I have known Chris since the Fall of 2008 when he was a student in my Political Science 223 

class, “Introduction to Environmental Politics and Policies” here at Purdue University.  The class 

provided students from a wide variety of majors – including political science majors such as 

Chris – with theoretical approaches to environmental policy alongside empirical evidence from 

case studies at home and abroad.  Students in the class learn about Hardin’s tragedy of the 

commons, standard theories of the policy process and agenda setting, and the role of interests, 

institutions, and ideas in models of policy outputs.  Students write a moderate length research 

paper focused on a topic of their choice along with taking quizzes, midterms, and a final exam.   

Chris argued in his paper that invasive species in the American Great Lakes caused 

environmental disruption due to the use of the lakes as a “commons” (as described by Garrett 

Hardin and other economists). The drainage of ballast water from ships into the lakes provides 

yet another example of the long term environmental consequences of individuals – boat owners 

and their shipping companies – who cannot see the consequences of their seemingly small 

choices which detract from shared resource pools.  Chris’ paper opened with an argument that 

this environment problem is due to a lack of regulation, and then explored solutions to this 

problem based on the concept that individual action is not sufficient to handle the issue.  Rather, 

he argued, action must be taken at the systemic level by both governmental and 

nongovernmental authorities.  The paper engaged in an extended discussion of the biology of the 

zebra mussel, one of the species affected by ballast water. Chris Flynn did well in my class, 

receiving an A-, and this is par for his overall grade point average of an A-. 

Chris also took my senior seminar course Political Science 429, “Not in My Back Yard 

(NIMBY) Politics” a class which requires daily preparation along with fieldwork and data 

analysis.  His paper “Flying the Friendlier Skies” investigated how state governments and 

national agencies have sought to construct airports with strong resistance from local communities.  

These facilities – which create noise pollution and can lower local property values – have been 

the targets of many homeowners’ associations around the country.  Using a dataset put together 

from various airport construction attempts over the past forty years, he argued that over time 

there has been a decline in resistance to airport siting at least partially due to new, strong 

relationships forged between siting authorities and local communities.  The older, “decide, 

announce, and defend” way of airport siting, he believes, has been replaced by persuasion, 

economic incentives, and community involvement in the planning process. 



As a columnist for the well-received student-run newspaper The Exponent, Chris has 

demonstrated strong writing skills and an ability to perform under pressure.  Chris has also 

shown his outgoing and positive nature through his founding of the Boiler Box, a student support 

section for the women’s volleyball team here at Purdue, and through his participation in student 

government through his activities as dormitory senator in two different locations.  He has also 

demonstrated his drive to volunteer through his work as a soccer referee both in his home state of 

Illinois and at Purdue’s intramural games. 

Chris is a mature, capable student who has spent time studying abroad (at the University of Kent) 

and in research laboratories as well (with Dr. Vorvoreanu).  His wide variety of experiences – 

and his three minors (in English, History, and Psychology) – indicate his well-roundedness and 

strong organizational skills. 

I urge you to accept him to your program. Please do not hesitate to contact me with questions or 

concerns. 

Sincerely, 

 

Daniel P. Aldrich 

Assistant Professor, Purdue University 

Ph.D., Political Science, 2005, Harvard University 


